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Challenge 1 – Times tables 

Can you complete the missing boxes in the multiplication circles? 
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Challenge 2 – Arithmetic and problem solving 
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Solving two-step word problems  

 

Using the skills you worked on yesterday, continue to practise solving word problems.  

 

The cinema has 700 seats – 113 adults and 276 children come to see the film. How many 
empty seats are there?  

Dorothy is saving her money for a new bike costing £286. If she has already saved £39 and 
is then given £59 for her birthday, how much more does she need to save?  

A study of 900 people found that 687 were right handed, 174 were left handed and the 
remainder were ambidextrous (could use either hand). How many were ambidextrous?  

The crisp factory needs to make 875 bags an hour. If a machine breaks down and the 
factory only makes 323 bags in one hour, how many does it need to make in the next hour to 
catch up?  

Dave earns £1485 a month as a bus driver and his wife earns £1760 as a teacher. If Dave 
gets a pay rise of £217 a month how much less than his wife does he earn?  

If William Shakespeare was born in 1564 and lived to be 52 years old, how many years ago 
did he die?  
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Reasoning: 

I'm thinking of a number. If I subtract 437 from the number and then add 291, I get the 
answer 903.  
 

Jo says that I am thinking of the number 757 

Sam says that I am thinking of the number 1049. 

 

Who is right? How do you know? 

 

Challenge: can you write your own two-step addition and subtraction word problem? 

 

 

Challenge 3 – English: Handwriting and mini invent 

Handwriting task – see class dojo for today’s task. 

Mini invent – Journey to Jo’Burg 

Today’s writing task is about you imagining yourself walking around the big house where Mma 
works.   

Use your senses to describe your experience of the house.  Can you write three sentences about 
what you can see, three sentences about what you can smell, three sentences about what you can 
hear and three sentences about what you can touch?  Feel free to write more than three if you want 
to! 

Make sure your sentences flow together by using a range of sentence starters and thinking about 
how one sentence connects with another, rather than just writing a list. 

I would like to see lots of descriptive language.  I have put some ideas in the green box and also 
included some vocabulary ideas connected to the senses in the images. 

 
Mini - invent checklist: 
Does your writing make sense and is it interesting to read? 
Have you kept the tense the same throughout? 
Have you used as many words as you can from the vocabulary idea box and the images below? 
Have you used expanded noun phrases to make your description detailed and interesting? 
Have you used capital letters, commas and full stops correctly? 
Can you include any additional punctuation : brackets, exclamation marks? 
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Have you used a variety of sentence starters - think ISPACE? 
Have you included a variety of sentence types:  simple (main clause only), compound (two main 
clauses joined by a co-ordinating conjunction  - FANBOYS) and complex (main clause and subordinate 
clause joined by a subordinating conjunction  - I SAW A WABUB)? 
Have you written at least three sentences about each sense? 
 
Vocabulary idea box: 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

    

peer                    inspect             peep               brush  stroke 

prod                        glimpse                   scan               gaze  gentle 

rough                furniture              reek              fragrance              aroma 

perfume                      screech                      murmur              
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Idea for how to begin your writing… 

As the door closes I immediately feel the cool, restful air of the house’s interior tenderly brushing my 
skin.   My feet slide gracefully along the smooth, polished wooden floorboards in the long hallway, 
like an ice skater performing at the Olympics.  Plump velvet cushions set on sumptuous sofas entice 
me into their softness as I sink into them.    

 

 

 

 


